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f you don’t believe appearances matter, consider that a new dress
code for the NBA took effect this month, mandating a “business
casual” style for all players at official events and banning accouter-
ments such as headphones; chains, pendants, or medallions over
gamewear; and indoor sunglasses. It’s all part of an effort to clean up

the image of the game and its players, but specific restrictions on players par-
ticipating in post-game press conferences proves the NBA is most concerned
about its media image.

Dermatologists may take a hint and think more about their public image.
The challenge is not to clean up existing perceptions but simply to develop a
stronger media presence to begin with. In this month’s Business Advisor col-
umn, Allan Walker offers tips to help dermatologists develop a stronger pub-
lic image by taking advantage of free media opportunities (p. 12).

Getting involved with local media is a great way for dermatologists to
serve the community through education, promote the specialty, and of
course earn some publicity for their practices. With so much research and so
many products and devices emerging at a blistering pace, there’s plenty for
dermatologists to teach the public about the skin and its treatment. And
that’s just basic education. When it comes to debunking myths and correct-
ing false reports, there’s even more work to be done.

Ongoing debate about a manpower shortage in dermatology might sug-
gest that the specialty need not worry about building its image. With
patients waiting two months or more to see dermatologists in some areas, it
seems there’s plenty of awareness of and demand for the services of the spe-
cialty. Yet that might be all the more reason to reinforce awareness of the
specialty. If dermatologists don’t convince patients that they are the experts in
care of the skin, then other physicians will quickly begin to “pick off” der-
matology patients. Already, ophthalmologists, Ob/Gyns, and even dentists
offer  cosmetic treatments, Botox injections, and laser therapies. But cosmet-
ic patients—though most lucrative—aren’t the only quarry. Don’t be sur-
prised if more GPs start promoting psoriasis treatments, adult acne care, or
other medical dermatology services. 

Dermatology as a specialty is at the top of its game. Demand is high.
Opportunities abound. And the therapeutic armamentarium has never been
better stocked. But the need for vigilance is equally high. Dermatologists
who don’t maintain or build a public image may find themselves helplessly
relegated to the sidelines as other physicians force their way into the game.

Paul Winnington, 
Editor-in-Chief
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